Is architecture in Singapore ethical?
//A debate on the Singaporean Dream.

by Francine Chan Wen Xin

Identifying a National Narrative//
The Singaporean dream is the mindset that stemmed from the need
to bring a third world into the first. To provide, food, housing, shelter
and an infrastructure to an island state without natural resources or
sustainable industry. It is a purely utilitarian approach where the end
justifies the means, run off the ethos of a patchwork of post-colonial
legal structures and a largely Chinese population.
The ethics of memory - A dream that was constructed before the
realization of itself, fueled purely by practical purposes and the
collective consensus of others before self.

Image 1: Batu Berlayar – The Snail Rock, Documentation of a naval history.

Singapore was “founded” in 1819 by a small British landing party
headed by Sir Stamford Raffles. Subsequently, the country was
transformed into the hub of Southeast Asian trade leading to the
re-planning of local vernacular architecture and the loss of cultural
identity similar to the result of colonization in India (1) - such as
the removal of pre-colonial documented history with the “Batu
Berlayar” (2) - snail rocks which distinguished Singapore’s locational
identity within the region and segregation of districts by ethnic
groups. (3)

There was increasing frustrations over the state of post war
infrastructure and stagnation of the economy resulting in issues of
overpopulation, economic and social problems. (4) This led the
country to reclaim its independence, first partially with a committee
overseeing legislations from London and later fully in 1965. (5) The
earlier mentioned western foundation and an English speaking
society provided Singapore with an accepted entry into the
globalized western economy.
However, these benefits can be argued against from the standpoint
of relational injustice (6) for being ethically wrong - by being driven
by the intent of personal gain at the expense of a country instead
of the purpose of altruism and improving the colony for societal
benefits.

“Not only forgetting but refuting Singapore’s past was an integral
part of creating a new Singapore”
- Singapore, A 700 Year History from early emporium to world city. (7)
Image 2: Post War Singapore - 1945

The country’s scramble immediately after independence was the
catalyst of The Singaporean Dream. An approach to build a first
world country in the shortest time possible where governing meant
having the ends justify the means. The economy was rapidly
improved with a technically skilled workforce weighed with the
post-colonial baggage of aping the west (8). This saw a drastic
transformation of the country within 30 years. This leads, from
the lens of architecture, to a mass relocation of districts and the
creation of industrial sectors to attract foreign investors (9).
Through that decision, it meant that the country had become a
blank slate - Tabula Rasa, where the Singapore bureaucracy can
be unleashed upon this island (10) and the designed approach
now would be to regenerate an economically worthless Asian
country without a known identity to drive it. In a way, it is romantic
orientalism (11) in its purest form - the country where dreams will be
built.

Image 3: Post War Construction - Mass Rapid Transport 1986
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Image 5: Post War Construction - Toa Payoh Estate 1970

Paul Connerton argues that collective memories must be organized
and legitimated in order to form a framework of understanding and
mutual experiences that creates the identity of a group of people.
(12) Following this line of reasoning, this work sets to explore the
construction of The Singaporean Dream and the ethics surrounding
the architectural design manifestation of it. This is an ideology that
exists within the realm of probability, a speculative society with
the aim of technically replicating a first world country through the
patchwork of ethos attempting to bridge the gap between the
traditional Chinese-Singaporean world and a modernized world of
western-centric globalization.

The Singaporean Dream /verb/
The act of authored chaos, constructed ecosystems and a socially
engineered reality.

The Forced Time Machine//

Memory is given value in relation to the association of identity
through commemoration and bodily portrayals to symbolize
societal hierarchies, common beliefs, societies and structures.
(13) In architecture, certain styles, approaches and methods of
construction associate these spaces of life and interaction to the
lives and ideological beliefs of those who create it. Be it vernacular
or external influences that shapes these environments. (14) In the
scenario of a constant tabula rasa approach towards architecture
coupled with the rapid trajectory of The Singaporean Dream,
the locational and cultural identity was being lobotomized and
warped into a different period. Each deterritorialized district was
being treated as areas of experimentation for the idea of constant
renewal without established identities.
Architecture in Singapore has an extreme developmentalist
orientation where districts are constantly being created, renewed or
replaced. The concept of design was approached pragmatically some have argued to the extent of utilitarianism, modernity stripped
of ideology. (14)

This approach led to the mass relocation of kampungs (vernacular
Singaporean villages) into newly built - mass produced residential
estates designed by the Housing Development Board in the early
1960s. (15) While this scenario might be ideal from the perspective
of urban development which improves social living conditions, to
the residents, this can be likened to a time warp approach where
they are transported from the community living conditions of
kampungs to concretized slabs of high-rise containers. (16)

Image 6: Kampung Geylang Serai
Image 7: The Construction of Queenstown

On top of the sudden disorientation of the architectural discourse,
this experimental metropolis also led to an interesting development
in social constructs. Queenstown was the first of many erected
districts that promoted the concept of a “total environment” which
provided incentive for people to relocate to a modern environment
where there needs were conveniently taken care of (17) This meant
that every neighborhood would be equipped with the functions of
a town center with entertainment areas, food, retail, schools and
so on. (18) With this approach, architecture in the 1960s was largely
political (19). The social and environmental influences of people
could be orchestrated. Who they interacted with within the district
and how these interactions would influence their perception of the
environment they lived in.

These residential housing were approached pragmatically (20)
resulting in the design of clustered, densely packed concretized
structures centralized around a courtyard of allocated social
spaces. Corridors leading to unit entrances were lined with windows
to allow for cross ventilation in a tropical climate. In a way, this is
reminiscent of the demolished vernacular kampung living where
the front facade of the house exists with little barriers between the
inside/outside world allowing clear lines of sights into neighboring
units. (21)
This design unintentionally created one of the most unique
ethological mutations within the Singaporean ideology.
Confucian ethos promotes the self-regulation and discipline of an
individual in order to be a respectable and “proper” person within
society. This means the strong emphasis on the upkeep of social
order and an individual’s requirement to fulfill their responsibilities.
(22) This expectation of self-governing and domestic discipline
meant that the portrayal of self is especially important within society
as it acts as a reflection of one’s upbringing and family values, and
thus the collective standing and respect gained from society.
Confucian ethics to uphold individual morals and responsibilities
can be translated into the utilitarianist mindset where societal
requirement and expectation of an individual is to contribute
towards the collective goal of the society.

Image 8: HDB Corridors – The Architecture of Social Voyeurism

Utilitarianism defines happiness as pleasure with the absence
of pain. Similar to Confucianism, it believes that people’s
achievements of goals should be counted as part of the overall
happiness. These “shared” goals serve the purpose of ensuring a
stable society and therefore the fulfillment of said goals should act
as morally binding structures within society as it is in human “nature”
to want happiness. (23)

Image 9: HDB Blocks - The (Un)Intentional Panopticon

This mindset links back to the design of HDB where architecture
becomes a wireframe for the socially engineered reality of a
Foucauldian panoptic state, with the lack of privacy combined
with the domestic self-governance to become a self-policing
panopticon. (24)
This displaced modern community ideology created a neoconfucianist ethos that became the driving ideology of the
Singaporean dream in the years to come, eventually being officially
defined by “our shared values” in 1988 by then Prime Minister Goh
Chok Tong. This modified ideology was intended to form the fabric
that tied together this multicultural society. Therefore, a purely
Confucian ethos would not work. (25)
The five established key values are as follows:
-

Nation before community and society before self
Family as the basic unit of society
Community support and respect for the individual
Consensus, not conflict
Racial and religious harmony

What is interesting that it was acknowledged by the government
that these values were to represent a communitarian* ethos which
has been identified by as a key part of Confucian influenced Asian
politics as to sacrifice a personal right or a civil or political liberty
to fulfil their duties and responsibilities towards their family and
community. (26)
The outcome of these ethos can be seen to produce societal
designs of similar concepts that enforces the concept of free will
but with the lack of individual rights. Spaces were designed with
community freedom - participatory design in mind but without
transgressing upon the confines of controlled chaos.
The act of deterritorialization from a vernacular environment and
lifestyle led to the adaptability of communities to make use of found
space. The void deck, an empty space below every concretized
residential tower, serves as a non-space. As a result, its
identity
gets transformed and molded to the wills of its residents. It becomes
a transient space which varies between the venue for a Malay
wedding, the funeral grounds for a Chinese family or it can also be
a gathering space for the elderly to play chess and mahjong or the
grounds that host an urban soccer match between neighbors. (27)

Image 10: Bird Singing Corner
Image 11: Void Deck Wedding

“A void deck’s value has thus been accentuated to instant functions
provided by the imaginations of what we can fantasize.”

A VOID

- The Divine Singaporean Comedy (28)
Image 12: Void Deck Funeral
Image 13: Hungry Ghost Festival

This is a society that has been forced to deterritorialize, displaced
into a different time and bulldozed of its vernacular memory,
culture and identity. It is also an experimental metropolis driven by a
patchwork ethos that led to a self-policing yet self-generating never
ending renewal of culture.
Perhaps the reason why Singapore managed to survive this drastic
overhaul lies within the genuine belief of this constantly criticized
Confucian - utilitarian set of ethics where one puts aside temporary
happiness for the long-term fulfillment of the collective goal.
This perplexing dichotomy between a system designed to control
chaos and a population’s malleability to adapt around regulations
opens an interesting conversation surrounding the ethics of this
ideology which pits the idea of surrendering individual rights against
the concept of free will and whether this voluntary exchange is
ethically justified.

Idiom// “Ownself check ownself”
One is responsible for his/her actions without being accountable to
independent parties.

The ideology of constant renewal stems from the perception and
fear of falling behind from the established “first world” of the west
with a designer approach is to constantly renew the metropolis as
an incentive for foreign investment by providing a landscape of
sophistication. This mindset is fueled by United Nations’ proposal for
urban renewal following the 1963 visit of a mission (29) which aimed
to stamp out poverty, disease and overcrowding through the
decision of either retaining certain areas or razing land to create
something entirely different in their place. The latter was decided
upon and, it set in motion a transformation of radical ambition.

Urban Renewal - Disposal//

After Singapore was renewed into a modern metropolis, the
landscape, which was hastily built to provide the most efficient
forms of shelter and infrastructure, had to be restructured.

“From one single, teeming Chinatown, Singapore has become a city
with a Chinatown.”
– Singapore Songlines, SMLXL (30)

Images 14-16: People’s Park Complex – Encapsulated Chinatown Labyrinth

The mindset of the collective, borne out of the recent economic
boom which feverously pursues profit and progress (31), led to
the mass gentrification of less profitable areas. The People’s Park
Complex was built in 1972 on top of what used to be a part of the
original Chinatown. The intent of this was to update the original
bazaar with a mixed development with housing residential units
above mixed commercial shops, offices and parking spaces.
This modernized layout meant that its users will be sheltered from
the tropical climate and able to access a multitude of amenities
conveniently. (32) In the 1970s began the creation of such mixed
used complexes with people’s park complex (33) and golden mile
complex pioneering (34) this form of modernized “vernacular”
language in which comfort and convenience meant replacing the
architecture of “Chinatown” with enclosed megastructures.

“Not only our memories, but the things we have forgotten are
housed.”
- The Poetics of Space (35)

In Singapore Divine Comedy (36), the redevelopment of
Singapore’s architecture is likened to a purgatorial limbo in
Dante’s divine comedy where Singapore’s identity is trapped
within the never-ending mindset of tabula rasa - the delirium of
transformation. This point of view can similarly be compared to
a part of ‘Disneyland With a Death Penalty’ (37) which likens the
architecture of Singapore to that of a glassy simulacrum.
This lobotomization of culture is leading to the erasure of the ethics
of memory in which culture and identity is built upon. This raises the
problem of the lack of a rationally compromising approach towards
the preservation of cultural chaos in The Singaporean Dream. This
preservation is fundamental in anchoring a self-driven identity that
exists apart from the collective goal which would intern influence
individual ethical decisions. As argued by Spinoza, one must be
ontologically aware to gain an understanding of reality which leads
to our ethical decisions and purpose in life. (38)
The concept of “non-linear warfare” (39) is introduced by Adam
Curtis as being a war where the purpose of this is not to win the war
but to use the confusion and conflict to destabilize and control. In
Singapore, a similar approach has been used where the country
has been in constant states of renewal and redevelopment that
has led to the erasure of majority of its original cultural identity due
to the lack of public regard for the metaphysical discourses. (40)
Only the bare wireframe of neighborhoods where ecosystems of
culture used to exist remains, filled with the newfound freedom of
gentrification - for the sake of pragmatism.

Exclamation// Siao Liao!
A Hokkien exclamation which literally means “already gone crazy”.
Used whenever a situation has gone badly wrong.

Edward Said declares in orientalism that the “Orient” could not
survive a European’s taste, intelligence or patience. (41) The
Singaporean Dream and its architectural manifestations were held
together by a post-war utopian ideal (42), an ideological mortar
that held the fragmentation of spaces together. In the span of 30
years Singapore progressed from a third to first world country. But at
the end of it all, it sits in the 21st century, a nearly entirely gentrified
state.

This is the blessing and curse of tabula rasa - The fulfilled dream
stripped of a genius loci, only pristine shells of modern skyscrapers
and towering architecture surrounds its inhabitants but their
existence are merely commodities waiting to be replaced. (43) It
is built without an underlying social mechanism, yet the facade is
faultless with everything falling apart being instantly replaced by
something new. It is architecture left undesired, without the need to
last, without continuity linking it to the country that built it. (44)
The Singaporean Dream was only ethical in the sense that the
individual identity was never considered and that there was no
time to reflect upon the embers left in the wake of progress. The
collective goal of society was placed above self while free will was
placed above individual right.

Image 17: Orchard Road - The Heart of A Metropolis

On Singapore sits realized architectural doctrines and a city sized
museum that only exists because of the tabula rasa mindset. The
country’s development is currently a freeze frame of intersections
where a treaty has been struck between the past, concrete jungle
and the tropical rainforest. The Singaporean Dream has come to
a halt in realization that something needs to be done to preserve
whatever is left of its identity. (45)

“The beginning has nothing whatsoever to hold on to; it is as if it
came out of nowhere”
– How Societies Remember (46)

This ideology was a concerted effort to start anew and pave a
better future where people had the resources and opportunity to
choose their free will. Something new cannot be conceived and
to regain an identity, society must look back into the past and
create a voice which exists in the globalized first world where the
people are at now. A future that embraces individual rights along
with free will needs to be designed while carefully reigniting the
embers of the identity that The Singaporean Dream was built upon.
But this creates a new identity built upon the architectural changes
of its environment (47), one that will thrive in the face of constant
change, modifying something new to make it our own and imbuing
architecture with the spirit of the people.

Images 18 & 19: Tiong Bahru Estate

– Freeze Frame Architecture –

Images 19 & 20: Emerald Hill

Adjective // Steady
Used either as a compliment or as an exhortation to calm down.
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